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Kindergarten – Domino Presents weren’t the gifts these kindergarteners were hoping 

for, but they enjoyed them all the same. Counting pips and deductive thinking were 

major components of this lesson. Each completed challenge allowed them to unwrap 

their brains around a new present. 

First – How many animals do 18 legs account for if there are goats and geese? Not 

sure? Ask your child how he/she solved these “leg” challenges. Did they work it 

numerically? Did they illustrate their solutions? Whatever strategy or combination of 

strategies used, allowed success for each student.   

Second – A “Fox Grilling Hamburgers” would certainly not be something seen at the 

National Zoo. However, this ABC Zoo activity brought out the student’s ability to apply 

their alphabetical knowledge with an underlying noun-verb-noun formation when 

solving scenes seen only at this ABC Zoo.  

Third – It wasn’t visions of sugarplums that were in the heads of these students; it was 

chocolate. Given 9 chocolate pieces and clues, students needed to use their logical 

deductive skills while solving the Candy Maker’s task. The Chocolate Fix activity brought 

about great thinking and slight disappointment with inedible chocolates! 

Fourth – Strong linguistic skills were employed for the card game, Word Spiel. Students 

had to use the cards they were dealt to create words…the catch was that they had to 

use the ending of the previously placed cards.    

 

More information about other lessons your child experienced in December can be shared by your 

child. Please ask them, as I am sure they would love to share how they challenged their brains! 

 

Parent Referral information for GT evaluations and deadlines for 3rd & 4th grade can be found 

on my web page.  
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